Dr. Frank Visit 12/8/73
Bulley Hill Closed
8:30 A.M. work on deep plow - going max depth. plant broken -
Wet's V. With new Man Romer - shi.

1. Good to spray Durban M-45 in winter for dead Penn and Band - Copper not so good -

2. 3' deep plowing essential our 2' depth is not enough.

3. Hunt cover: Muscat Bellie - Not Wine grape.

4. Plans to plant 8 acres which have been plowed (5,000 Sears) may not have any.

5. Has bought Centifuge.

6. Use 55 1/2 tube with holes cut about 3 to 3 1/2'' or 4'' sealed bottom with cut off (elbows) at top (elbows) home in long hole -

Consolidate Sears variety 100 to 150.
50 to 1 bbl 25 to 150